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Abstract	

Projektet bygger på åtta veckors fältarbete på en oberoende teater i Peking våren 2017, 

baserat på antropologisk och konstnärlig metod. Det är ett försök att utveckla begreppet 

konstnärlig etnografi, samt tillämpa det praktiskt. I detta är konsten inte huvudsakligen en 

produkt eller en presentationsform, utan ett sätt att tänka, att förhålla sig till världen. 

Materialet består av fältanteckningar, video, foto, rörelsematerial, personliga berättelser, 

minnen av dofter, ljud och smaker och någonting så vagt som stämning – stadens tempo, 

känslan i en repsituation… 

 

Hur kan scenen förmedla en plats och dess människor? Kan jag levandegöra mina upplevelser 

så att de blir angelägna för någon annan än mig själv? Det praktiska arbetet utgör ett försök 

att besvara dessa frågor. Vilka bilder har vi, och vad ser vi när vi speglar oss i varandra? Vad 

betyder det att våra världar redan är sammanflätade? Spegeln som bild och lek, träder fram 

både som tema och metod. Begrepp som exotism, representation och mötet med den andre 

diskuteras, liksom växlingen mellan identifikation och främmandegörande (”othering”) som 

en grund för förståelse. Hur påverkas människors liv av Kinas snabba samhällsförändringar, 

balansgången mellan socialism och kapitalism? Och vilken roll har scenkonsten i detta? Här 

diskuteras frågor om yttrandefrihet, liksom relationen mellan politik och spelstil, så kallad 

”fejk realism”. Frågorna knyts samman genom en diskussion om autenticitet, följd av en 

betraktelse om utanförskap, för att slutligen återvända till det personliga mötet, till en 

berättelse om kontaktsökande – om vänskap. 
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1. Introduction	
From March to May 2017 I conducted eight weeks of field work in Beijing. My base was a 

small independent theatre, where I followed a production from the start of rehearsal, through 

the premiere and until three days before the last performance. I watched rehearsals, talked to 

the people involved in the process, made friends, led physical warm-ups for the ensemble and 

worked with some movement for the performance. Towards the end of my stay I conducted 

workshops exploring the field of movement and personal experience. I led two workshops 

with university students who came to see the premiere. I saw eleven performances and two art 

exhibitions. I visited another rehearsal, a contemporary dance workshop, talked to directors, 

choreographers, dancers, actors, play-wrights, producers and just about anybody who came in 

my way, including my hosts… I walked the streets and hutongs of Beijing extensively, 

savouring early morning Tai qi or late night ball room dancing in the parks. I got lost. Felt 

lost. Felt free. Experienced life without language, as a beginner, illiterate. Still did so in an 

environment where I somehow felt at home and where my competence was to some extent 

valid. Got back on track, most often thanks to others. Met the most amazing people.  
 

I collected material consisting of field notes, video, pictures, movement material, personal 

stories, performances and exhibitions, the memories of smells, sounds and tastes and of 

something as vague as atmosphere – the pace of the city, the feeling of a rehearsal situation… 

 

I am a director and pedagogue of mainly physical theatre. I also have a background in social 

anthropology. In this master’s project, I have explored the concept of artistic ethnography and 

applied it practically. It was first planned during my Master of International Performing Arts, 

SADA, then developed and realized in the Master Program Movit – Direction and 

Dramaturgy of Movement based Performing Arts. The project included eight weeks of field 

study in Beijing1, processing the material back in Stockholm, presenting it at a public 

exposition at SADA and finally, analysing it in this thesis. The practical part of the project is 

essential to my idea of an artistic ethnography, therefore a video from the exposition, together 

                                                
1	The	field	study	was	financed	by	a	MFS	(Minor	Field	Studies)	scholarship,	granted	by	SIDA	through	the	
Academy	of	Music	and	Drama,	Gothenburg,	and	by	my	project	budget	from	SADA.	
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with the English translation, is included as a part of the discussion. This is not an academic 

thesis - the point of departure is explicitly personal and subjective.   

Towards an Artistic Ethnography 

Philosopher and music theorist Henk Borgdorff describes artistic research as “thinking in, 

through and with art” (2011: 45). Maybe art doesn’t have to be a product, or even a form of 

presentation, but a way of thinking, a way of relating to the world? To me, an artistic 

ethnography is really about how and what we can tell about the world, and how we gain 

knowledge about the world. The way I have attempted it, has been to let artistic method run 

through the whole process: collecting material, processing, and presenting it. 

My wish to do such a thing as an artistic ethnography is much older than the term for it. For 

years, I have seen the possibilities of rendering ethnographic experience on stage, developed 

projects in my head, lacking only the name for it. I first tried the term artistic ethnography in 

March, when I was asked to do a presentation to my supervisor and classmates, urging a word 

to be able to speak about it – and thinking I invented it. Of course, I didn’t. Or at least, I 

wasn’t the first to do so. As I later learned, there has been a real “ethnographic turn” in art, 

although most of the examples so far come from the visual arts (eg Schneider and Wright 

2010) 

 

Besides that, there has been a documentary turn within theatre throughout the 2000s. Even 

earlier than that theatres have, to different degrees, conducted “research” before productions. 

This documentary work is usually based on interviews. I find this to be a rather limited source 

of human experience, as so much more goes on between people than is actually stated in 

formal interviews. So much is about atmosphere and the feeling of a place – body language, 

glances, group dynamics, smell and colour… 

 

This is where I return to social anthropology. It differs from other social sciences through the 

focus on qualitative method, above all, the long-term field work based on participant 

observation. Like the artist, the anthropologist is her own instrument. Her knowledge draws 

on sensory experiences with colour, smell and taste. Unfortunately, much of this is lost when 

presented in academic articles and dissertations. During the last decades, there has been an 
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important shift in anthropology based on critical discussions of representation and 

presentation of the other, following the publication of Writing Culture (Clifford and Marcus 

1986). There has also been a new focus of the body and senses in ethnography. My idea of an 

artistic ethnography can be seen as a part of these tendencies, but also as an extension, as 

most anthropology is still presented in text. The anthropologist and film maker David 

MacDougall turns to film as a better vessel for anthropological insights: 

 

The visual media make use of principles of implication, visual resonance, identification and 

shifting perspective that differ radically from the principles of most anthropological writing. 

(MacDougall 2006: 220)  

I see additional possibilities of the performing arts – to work with space and bodies creating 

an atmosphere that the audience becomes a part of. The various elements of the stage can 

reinforce or contrast each other, to convey insights about the world in a language closer to the 

experience of that world. I also see artistic method as a part of collecting the material. In my 

experience, working together on the floor is a way to build trust and get to know people faster 

and deeper than most other ways. Conducting workshops, is a way to look for information of 

a different texture. 

 

Research questions 

How can the stage render a place and its people? Can I bring my experiences to life, making 

them relevant for anybody else? These are questions of methodology that I have approached 

practically in my exposition. Naturally, the “how” could have innumerable answers - my 

work is one attempt to relate lived experience and documentary material. 

 

In addition to this, I pose thematic questions relating to the content of my field experience. I 

tried to keep these rather open, prepared to go with what I encountered and what seemed 

important in the lives of the people I met. The most striking of these relate to what I call 

mirrorings; dealing with issues of self and other, as well as with the fact that our worlds are 

intertwined: What images do we have of each other, and what do we see in the mirror? The 

mirror came to be central both as a theme and a method, as it structured much of my work 
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with the exposition. 

Before going to Beijing, I had formulated questions related to artistic freedom and the 

freedom of speech, considering the repressive Chinese regime. These questions, though not 

irrelevant, I had reason to modify through interacting with the people I met. The question of 

artistic freedom is important, but I came to see it in a larger context, where politics and the 

rapid social changes interrelate with art and styles of acting – the “fake realism”: How are 

people’s lives affected by China’s rapid social changes, balancing between socialism and 

capitalism? How are styles of acting related to politics? What role do the performing arts have 

in all this? 

 

2. Method	

Collecting material in Beijing, I combined anthropological and artistic methods. These 

haven’t been clearly separated, but entangled, both shaping the enquiring attitude I felt all 

through fieldwork. The anthropological method is based on participant observation; spending 

time with people, sharing their everyday life, doing what they do. The aim is to reach an 

understanding from within. Through the outsider perspective of the anthropologist this is 

combined with and understanding from without, that is also based on theoretical knowledge. I 

only conducted one more formal interview, as I judged I got more out of casual conversations 

in all the various situations I was (so called “informal interviews”). I rarely filmed or recorded 

these conversations, out of fear that it might ruin the trust and complicity – indeed, their very 

casualness. Thus, I rely on field notes written later out of memory, and as such, already 

interpretations, translated back and forth between Chinese, English and Swedish. I filmed 

readings, rehearsals, workshops and a lot of the surrounding city; the streets and parks where I 

also spent my time. 
 

Regarding the artistic method, the director asked me to lead physical warm-ups for the 

ensemble, which I did (ending close to the premiere, for lack of time). We did games to get to 

know each other, co-operation exercises, and worked with the play from a movement 

perspective. I also worked with some movement for the performance, and took part in 
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discussions. Towards the end of my stay (and after quite some hassle organizing them) I held 

my own workshops 5x2 hours – one in a park and the rest in another theatre. The participants 

were some of the people I got to know at the theatre, and friends of theirs. We also did games 

and exercises, then I asked the participants to develop movement sequences out of their 

feeling about “contemporary life”. To these we added childhood memories, told verbally. 

Working with movement as contact, communication and expression, proved to be important 

in building relations and approach difficult questions, personal experience and bodily 

understanding – questions about the expression of the actor, contact, and about experiences of 

freedom and constraint. 

 

I have a very basic knowledge of the Chinese language, having studied it a long time ago. I 

could hold simple conversations, but for deeper understanding I was dependent on English. 

Leading warm-ups and workshops, someone was translating for me. Yet, the little I know, 

proved to be very helpful, for good-will and for often understanding what people were talking 

about, if not what they said. 

 

By using artistic methods, getting actively involved, I consciously took a step away from the 

traditional ethnographic ideal, which has been formulated as “a fly on the wall”, ie being 

present in the room, noticing everything without being noticed, all the less influencing the 

situation. I really don’t think this is possible. If I enter into a situation, I necessarily affect it. 

By participating actively, I make it clearer, to myself and others, in what way I am affecting 

it. And truly, some of the best information I got because of participating, showing myself. 

 

The traditional ideal for the artist, on the other hand, has been that of the unique subject, 

forcing any experience to comply with its narrative. I also find this attitude rather unattractive. 

In enacting this “artistic ethnography”, manoeuvring somewhere between these two attitudes, 

I developed an aptitude for what I came to think of as “following” – my own intuition as well 

as the ever-changing circumstances of the surroundings, that I find very useful, for the 

ethnographer and artist alike. 
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In working with the exposition, I wanted to create an atmosphere in the room and saw how 

this might involve different ways of relating to the audience. In a lecture, dramaturge Stefan 

Åkesson outlined three major ways of audience relation (2016-09-30): 

- presentation (something actually happens, as in a lecture or a football game, the sender 

is I, the own person) 

- representation (what happens stands for something else, like in classical theatre) 

- experiencing (the work provides conditions for physical/sensuous experiences) 

In my exposition, I explored all of these, as well as how we could move between them. 

Interestingly, in my reflections after the exposition, I saw how these also correspond to my 

different roles in field. 

I also want to add the idea of evocation, as a major advantage of the stage, compared to text. 

It can suggest what can’t be stated, escaping explanation, yet hinting at a conceivable reality. 

In the above-mentioned Writing Culture, Stephen Tyler writes on post-modern ethnography: 

Evocation is neither presentation nor representation. It presents no objects and represents none, yet it makes 
available through absence what can be conceived but not presented. It is thus beyond truth and immune to the 
judgment of performance. It overcomes the separation of the sensible and the conceivable, of form and content, 
of self and other, of language and the world. (Clifford and James 1986: 123) 

 

3. Ethical	issues 
 
Martin Tolich discusses the importance of informed consent in the field of auto ethnography, 

and similar concerns apply to my study (2010). I have been careful to inform the people I 

worked with that I am doing this as part of a study that will have one performed and one 

written part. I have also asked them, that if they don’t want to participate, or if there is 

anything they have said or done that they don’t want me to use, to let me know. I have given 

the information, and asked the consent, orally, as I judged this to be the most appropriate 

degree of formality. I have also given my WeChat or e-mail information, in case they 

wouldn’t want to talk to me personally about restricting their contribution. No-one contacted 

me about any restrictions. Yet, the question arises; what is material? As most of us were 

together in a working situation, rehearsal or workshops where we, by definition, created 
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material together –what about all the “off-records”? The small talk at breaks, or in a bar late at 

night - the confidences of friends? To be sure, everything I did contributed to my overall 

understanding of what was going on, there was no real switching on and off field work, and 

some of the most valuable information I got in restaurants. During my work with the 

exposition and thesis, I have kept in touch with some of my friends, particularly LD, who has 

repeatedly assured me that I may use the material in any way I choose. Eventually convinced, 

I realized the ethical problem is not only about consent, but lies within myself. What happens 

in me when I treat my friends as material? Our common experiences were once intense, 

every-day encounters – but lasted a little less than two months. Instead of moving on together, 

I have dwelled on those two months for more than seven, freezing them in time. Selecting bits 

and pieces, I hold up these relations, indeed our very friendship, for others to share. Isn’t there 

necessarily an objectification is this? No matter how gentle, how nuanced and respecting I try 

to be. 

 

Moreover, the issue of anonymity is quite delicate. The usual procedure in anthropological 

texts is to make up fictitious names. But I have a lot of filmed material with which I can’t 

grant anonymity- my friends and informants are there with their bodies and faces. 

Furthermore, the theatre I was at is one of few independent theatres in Beijing and may be 

easily identified. Parts of my material might be sensitive – personally – in some cases even 

politically. Some people told me interesting things, that they couldn’t say officially. On the 

other hand, anonymity may not always be desired. I worked with people in their occupation as 

actors, or talked to them about Chinese theatre – in which they are professionals and experts. 

Rather than being granted anonymity, shouldn’t they be named and given credit? Trying to 

take all these points into consideration, I decided to credit all actors taking part in the 

exposition. I don’t give the name or location of the theatre I visited, and in the discussions, 

refer to persons either by their function or by initials, not exposing their identity, yet not 

hiding it. Making up Chinese names just seemed too much like creating a fiction. When it 

comes to sensitive political issues, my task has been parallel to theirs - finding ways to say 

what I want, without revealing identities or situations. This way, I too gained some experience 

of adjusting to the Chinese political system. 
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4. SINNLIG	–	the	movie	

Exposition at SADA, 2017-11-15 

https://vimeo.com/247813373 password: SINNLIG 

Since the exposition was performed in Swedish, the English script is included below. The 

script was written before the beginning of rehearsals and modified during the process. We 

tried more ways of working with the material than were finally presented in the exposition. 

The translation and final changes of the script were made after the exposition. 

English script 

 
Actor 1, 2, 3, 4 

ÅB – Student/researcher 

    
 
Scene 1. “Beijing installation” 

 Film 1 ”Beijing installation” 
 

Three different films from Beijing are shown simultaneously; streets, parks, various activities, 
ÅB’s apartment, stills of IKEA-things, Dalahorses, environment … sound from streets and 
parks. To the right there is a tree, with a lot of face masks hanging from it. As the audience 
enters, actor 1 and 2 are roping off the gallery, showing the audience into the room. Actor 3 
is marching, actor 4 is doing Tai Qi. Actor 1 proceeds to asking the audience to take selfies 
with her, actor 2 starts beating herself (for warm up), then joins the Tai Qi, actor 1 rides a 
bike with the basket full of leek, actor 4 takes out a stick and does exercises with it, actor 3 
starts playing with a feather ball, actor 4 later joins, actor 2 goes to the tree and hangs up a 
few more masks. They make eye contact and may talk to the audience, who may join the 
activities. ÅB sits on the floor by the tree taking notes. 
 
 
Scene 2. In the mirror 

Film 2: Mirror 
 
ÅB gets up, mirrors the film  
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ÅB:  
 
I just want to find something I can recognize in this world. 

Is there anyone recognizing me? 

Can I exist somewhere? Everything mixes. So many layers. 

Words and no words. 

Body and no body. 

Touch. 

Waiting. 

My life always just about to begin. 

Preparation. Expectation. 

Disappointment. 

To live in expectation and disappointment. 

Life that’s coming. 

Life that didn’t happen, happened wrong, that happened. 

ÅB walks as slowly as possible 

 

ÅB:  

It turned out we had a whole lot in common. For example, she had been in Japan for three 

months in 1995, working with an experimental director. The same year, I was i Japan for five 

months, working with a butoh dancer… 

Film 3: Walking and talking 
 
It was a great experience that I would like to share with you. You won’t have to do it for four 

hours – we’ll set an alarm to three minutes. Feel free to turn and walk in any directions, and 

do it silently. The instruction is simple: Walk as slowly as you can. 

 

Everybody walks slowly. 
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Thank you! The director she worked with was Ota Shogo, so this is his exercise. Please find a 

seat in the gallery. 

 

Actor 2 keeps walking slowly, following the wall. Actor 1 takes away the barrier tape. While 

the audience is getting seated, the other actors bring a small table and three chairs. 

 

 

Scene 3. The Theatre 

ÅB :  

From March to May I was at a small, independent theatre in Beijing. 

Film 4:  Theatre 

I followed a production from the start of rehearsal, through the premiere - watched rehearsals 

and talked to people. I led a physical warm-up for the ensemble and worked with some 

movement for the performance. Towards the end of my stay I conducted movement 

workshops for actors. 

This theatre works with realistic text based theatre and the production was an American 

Pulitzer award-winning play from the early 2000s. 

Film 5:  First rehearsal 

First rehearsal. 

Of course, the Chinese language was a lot for me...Sometimes I felt totally impregnated in 

Chinese. I almost thought it a wonder that I didn’t suddenly understand – since I heard it all 

the time… 

Not to have language brings both freedom and constraint. I see other things, experience a 

situation differently: - The atmosphere, and how it changes, who is talking, body language… 

who are passive? When everything is new, I pause… 

Without language, I am also excluded from a lot that I would like to understand. 

 

Actor 1: - How are you? 

ÅB: She asks me in Swedish. 

- I’m fine, do you speak Swedish? 
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Actor 1: -Not really… Hello, Bye bye… How are you? 

Actor 1: -  How do you feel? Did you get any information out of our language? 

ÅB: - No, not really… 

Actor 1: - Take it slowly, it’s going to be really boring! 

      

Actor 1: - When I went to the Film Academy in Beijing, I got to see Ingmar Bergman’s 

films... I was so fascinated... I don’t understand WHY these silences... I... Then I met a 

Swedish boyfriend, he was a music teacher at the school.... After some time, I had to tell him, 

I wasn’t sure if I was really in love with him, or with Sweden. But I went to Sweden with him 

once, to Stockholm and Umeå - he was from there. It’s all a very long time ago.  

 

ÅB:  Within the first few days, it seemed like everybody was talking about Strindberg or 

Bergman... Maybe Sweden – and I, represent something similar to them that China has done 

to me. 

Something else. Far way.  

 

Actor 1: I’m getting so many problems in this profession… I try to be honest, but it rarely 

feels very good. Do you understand what I mean? 

 

ÅB: I think so. 

 

Film 6: Rehearsal 

 

ÅB:  Rehearsal. They act a married couple and here they are looking for the tone between them. 

This day, it was a Saturday, there was a nice atmosphere in the rehearsal. There was only the 

two of them – it was always easier for me when we were few- easier to follow the conversations 

and a better chance that someone would translate…   

 

Actor 1: Real rehearsal – I’m happy! 
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It’s a very long time ago I did something that felt for real. I’m longing for that. 

 

Actor 3: For me, this is a job. I like it and I work hard. But it’s not life.  

 

Actor 1: Have you ever heard the voice of someone who’s deaf?  The voice is crude and 

ancient, because it has no sense of direction or place, because it doesn’t hear itself and it 

doesn’t know if anybody else in the world hears it. Sometimes I want to have a long 

conversation with you, like this. Like a deaf person. As if I couldn’t hear you or myself. But I 

would just talk and talk, and say everything that comes to my mind, like a shell that shouts 

with the voice of the sea and it doesn’t care if anybody hears it. That’s how I want to speak to 

you, and ask you things. 

 

Film 7: Song rehearsal 

 

Actor 1: My singing doesn’t work. 

 

ÅB: They call the composer. 

 

ÅB:  Hey, we rehearse six days a week from afternoon until late night. When do you have time 

to see your children?  

 

Actor 3: My daughter is only two months so we have a lot of time in the mornings – it’s nice. 

 

Actor 1: For me it’s difficult, I see my son too little. He’s thirteen. He’s asleep when I come 

home, but leaves his bedside lamp turned on so that I can sneak in to kiss him good night. When 

I wake up he’s already left. My only day off is Monday and then he’s at school – Monday 

dinners are the only times we have together the three of us, and therefore very special.  

 

Film 8: Make up 

 

ÅB: So, what do you think about this contemporary life?  
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Actor 1: I hate it! 

 

ÅB: Really? But don’t you think most people want to live a comfortable life? 

 

Actor 1: Of course, this helps but… (shows her cellphone) 

 

 

ÅB: So, what do YOU think about this contemporary life? (to the others) 

Actor 2 stops walking, the others carry chairs and table away. 
 
 
Scene 4. Contemporary Life 

Film 9: Four mirrors 
 

Four actors mirror four films. They then bring the movement out into the room. 
 
Movement sequence 

 
 
Scene 5. FEJKA (”fake realism”)  

 

Actor 2 walks as slowly as possible towards the tree, the other three are balancing from back 
stage towards the audience. 
 

Recorded dialogue:   

Actor 4: Everybody only thinks about making money, getting a house and a nice car.  

 

Actor 1: When I started as an actress the rehearsal time for a performance was three months. 

Now we have one month.  

 

Actor 3: There were so many problems in the process. Very difficult to find concentration. 

And way too little time!  

 

Actor 4: I have no cell phone. No WeChat, no Facebook… 
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Actor 1: What I want to express with this performance is the thought that this modernisation 

that goes on, may not be all good. That there are values in life we neglect and that we risk to 

lose. 

 

Actor 1, 3 and 4 slowly let go of the balancing and proceed to walk as slowly as possible. 
When they reach the audience, one by one, they stand facing the audience for the rest of the 
dialogue. Actor 2 has a movement sequence towards the tree, when she reaches there she has 
a movement sequence with the masks and finally makes one of them into a flower in the tree. 
(all this during the following dialogue) 
 

Actor 4: For a Chinese actor, there are so many rules. And the acting is so exaggerated. 

Realism certainly – too much realism. It feels SO fake. Fake realism.  

 

Actor 1: She said she wanted it more natural – less acting. But after all I think she actually 

wanted more acting.  

 

Actor 3: I like the younger sister. She is active on stage, lively, a child – honest child, not 

fake. I think the older sister is fake – she is too serious and doesn’t change, she just seems to 

be herself… 

 

Actor 1: I couldn’t care about that… The Chinese audience likes cheating, they’re used to it. I 

try to be honest, but often think I fail…  

 

Actor 4: It seems to be a style of acting that is taught at the Central Academy of Drama, that’s 

the way to act…  

 

Actor 3: Fake realism. 

 

Actor 1: I think it’s the Beijing People’s Art Theatre that during a long time has developed a 

style that’s become prevailing. Now, people got used to it and think that’s what theatre is. 

Even my Mum says that’s how actors should speak. 

 

Actor 4: The audience wants to understand. Chinese people think they HAVE TO understand.  
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Actor 3: Our history. The Cultural Revolution.  

 

Actor 1: Many great artists have disappeared and we have nothing to build from. China has no 

“masters”, no real great ones. So, we refer to the old ones, don’t try to build anything new…  

 

Actor 4: Things also happened in 1989. Do you know about that? Many important artists and 

writers disappeared. Many others lost hope.  

 

Actor 3: Possibly, that is changing now – with those born in the 90s. They’ve had a good 

childhood – compared to earlier generations the don’t have to struggle so hard for life to 

work. And they have access to all information on the internet.  

 

Actor 1: Young people today have to work so hard… They get too tired and have no time to 

spend on art. 

 

Actor 3: Sure, a few sites are blocked… but internet is so fast, you can always get the 

information if you want it, and there are VPN to get…  

 

Actor 4: China suffers the problems of socialism and capitalism at the same time! 

  

Actor 1: What to do? Get a good life, a car and a house… Make theatre that the audience 

understands.  

 

ÅB: Do you feel that you can do what you want to on stage?  

 

Actor 1: Yes, I can. 

 

Actor 3: Yes, I do. 

 

Actor 4: No.  
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Actor 1: I don’t want to work with politics – I’m more interested in personal issues. 

 

Actor 3: It was much worse 20-30 years ago.  

 

Actor 4: I made a performance – at first it was praised and won a price. It got a lot of money 

to tour the whole country, only to be forbidden after a few shows.  

 

Actor 1: Now I would like to make a performance about loneliness. It’s a continuation of my 

work in London, that was about communication problems.  

 

Actor 3: We were to give a live interview about this performance, for radio. Before 

broadcasting they told us there were two things we couldn’t mention – The Cultural 

Revolution and Korea.  

 

Actor 4: I work politically, but most of all critically – I want to question what we take for 

granted.  

 

Actor 1: I just lost my first job as an actress in Beijing. I have no connections and have to 

work on “being someone”. 

 

Actor 4: I see it as part of my creativity – finding ways to be critical without being stopped. 

Avoiding censorship, yet being clear enough for the audience to understand. 

 

Actor 1: That’s the worst kind of loneliness. Feeling lonely in the midst of others.  

 
 
Scene 6. Bye bye Beijing 
 
 
Actor 1 and 2 walk towards each other, meet in the middle of the floor, make a movement 
sequence together. Actor 3 and 4 turn around, start walking as slowly as possible towards the 
back. ÅB enters, recording a message on her phone: 
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ÅB: Hi! I am working with a few actors now with my experiences from Beijing. Very 

exciting. I wish you could be here! 

Are you working on another play? 

 
 

Reply, recorded voice message: 

We will rehearse now for Ingmar Bergman’s script Marriage… Marriage Life, and we’re 

gonna have performing November, middle of November. – Oh, I really miss you to, I really 

hope some day I want be there if I have chance. And, enjoy your, yeah, your workshop. Miss 

you! 

 

Film 10:  Song+movement 

Actor 1, 2 and ÅB sit down on the floor, back to back. 

 

Actor 1: I dreamed I was in a big arena, full of people, and my son was going to do the high 

jump. He was warming up, over and over, very energetically, and I was waiting. I asked when 

he was going to jump, but he said I just had to wait. Then he kept warming up and I kept 

waiting…  

 

ÅB: I dreamed I was on a jetty and my youngest boy fell in the water. I jumped in and looked 

for him all over, it was muddy and stony. But even after the mud cleared, I couldn’t find him. 

He was younger than now, a baby.  

 

ÅB: We should do more. But that will be another time.  
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Actor 2, gets up, sings, towards the end of the song she walks to the back, still singing, exits: 
 

If I still love you 

it makes no difference if you love me 

My life is simple, just like yours 

But you used to say to me that I am your heart 

Sadly, we see our love fade away 

Part of our soul disappears in the distance 

Sadly, we see our love fade away 

Part of our soul disappears in the distance 

Part of our soul disappears in the distance 

 
5. Mirrorings	

 

 

When I first came to Beijing, the taxi driver let me off at the wrong end of Nanlouguxiang– a 

very busy shopping street - rather fancy and touristy. As it is a pedestrian street, I had to walk, 

exhausted from the trip, jet lagged and with my very heavy luggage. The weather was warm 
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and sunny and very bright, the street was so crowded I could hardly make my way through, I 

only had a faint idea of where I was going, and none of the people I tried to ask seemed to 

know or even understand or (in some cases) even want to speak to me. 

 

Finally, I made it. I was standing in front of the door to the apartment, decorated with a big 

Chinese character – probably from the celebrations of the Spring Festival. I entered the code, 

opened the door and the first thing I saw was exactly the same door mat as I have at my back 

door at home. Ikea. The rest of the apartment was furnished with Ikea all through the 

Dalahorse table cloth and decorations, down to the scent candle SINNLIG, on the shelf in my 

room. The Dalahorses, I should soon find, showed up all over the place, in shops and 

storefronts. These of course have their own symbolism, and a special connotation to me. In 

this new setting, they take on a different meaning. So here I was, in the heart of Beijing, 

drinking my morning tea in the cups of the teachers’ coffee room in SADA… These things 

mean something. The social anthropologist David MacDougall introduces the concept social 

aesthetics to describe how everyday aesthetics influence peoples’ lives (2006). When I had to 

by a new cell phone I thought I could find a cheap Chinese one. After browsing, I ended up 

asking my family to buy a HUAWEI phone in Sweden, bringing it to China - it turned out to 

be the best deal…  
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Our worlds are already entangled. Goods and ideas move back and forth like the arrows on 

the recycling symbol… The little aspects of our lives carry a trace of the other. That also 

implies that we have a lot of ideas about, and expectations of, each other. 

 

The theatre I was at works with text based, realistic theatre. The play was about a family at a 

Cuban cigar factory in Florida in the late 30s. It describes frictions in the era of modernization 

and how human and cultural values risk being lost. This is something that many people in 

Beijing can recognize, considering the very rapid social changes during the last decades. 

The director was a Chinese woman educated in Britain, thus speaking fluent English, which 

was very valuable for my access and understanding. She asked me to lead a physical warm up 

for the ensemble – seven actors. This proved to be a very good way to make contact and get to 

know people, especially since several of them spoke little or no English. Only a few of the 

actors were used to working with movement. The rest of the work was very text based – they 

spent a long time reading and discussing at the table, compared to what I was used to. 

 

Many people I met expressed an interest in “this European way of working with movement”. 

ZH, one of the young assistants who became my friend, observed; “In China, we´re far too 

intellectual and analytical –the text is everything”. This sounds like something I’ve always 
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heard, and said, about European theatre. And turned to China and Japan to find a living 

physical tradition… 

Indeed, the physical theatre in Europe has been largely inspired by Asian traditions – Artaud, 

Craig, Brecht, Grotowski, Peter Brook, Jacques Lecoq… What goes around comes around. I 

spent my days at a Chinese theatre, working with so called European text theatre – that has 

been in China for about 100 years. And I was trying to introduce a movement work that went 

to Europe and back - just like my cell phone. For some 100 years, it’s been sifted through 

various interpreters – and now my own.  

 

Of course, it is the traditional Chinese theatre, jing ju being the most famous, that is very 

physical. But I had some expectation of a physical base also within the text theatre. I was 

wrong. Our worlds are intertwined, and have been so for a long time. But our images of each 

other may not have kept up.  

 

Dreamland  

As mentioned in the exposition, it seemed like everybody was talking about Strindberg and 

Bergman. Apart from my friend LD, who had a strong relation to Bergman’s films, one 

woman wanted to do her PhD on Strindberg, another had been inspired by his Dreamplay in 

her master’s project in London, the director had interviewed Bergman for Chinese television 

and followed his rehearsals at the Royal Dramatic Theatre in Stockholm for one week, a 

young assistant told me she really wanted to learn Swedish to study drama in Sweden or 

Denmark… She said she loves Strindberg and the Dreamplay, snow, winter, our authors, 

books, culture… 

When I asked the director about all this, she confirmed: 

 

D: Yes, Sweden (and Norway) is somehow like a dreamland for us. Unlike the US or the 

UK, it feels SO far away, so far north, cold and dark and CALM – culturally 

different…  

From my trip to Sweden I really remember the darkness in the afternoon– so cosy, you 

can go to see a movie… 
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ÅB: To be honest, that is what I hate most about my country, I can’t stand it, I get 

depressed. 

D: Really? We should make a performance about this! 

 

From my field notes: 

Maybe Sweden, and I, represent something similar to them that China has done to me? 

Something else. Far away. Other possibilities. Getting away from oneself. Meeting oneself? 

Mutual Exoticism! Maybe. Maybe not only. It is also the beginning of a reality, the beginning 

of an encounter. 

What made me want to go? I’ve been interested in China since I was young, studied Chinese 

language and East Asian studies, and was drawn to the theatre tradition.  

I was impressed at how much the people I met knew about Sweden, and how many of them 

had actually been here. Having seen Bergman’s films probably does help in understanding 

where I come from. I’m also convinced that my pre-knowledge of China was valuable. The 

problem is of course, if we reduce each other to this. If I’m seen as a representative of two 

dead men that I don’t really relate to. If I interpret the real persons I meet to fit some previous 

idea about Chinese culture… Also, what’s crucial in exoticism is the making of difference, of 

othering. Is my interest awakened because of difference, a presumed Chinese-ness? My 

genuine appreciation of the area – the streets and parks with all their activities – may be 

equivalent to someone spending two months in Gamla Stan (the old town in Stockholm) 

finding Stockholm so cosy… 

What happens when my presumed orientalism meets with a rather elaborate borealism? Can 

we be anything but mirrors to each other? Areas of reflections for each other’s dreams, each 

other’s longings. And what is it that we reflect? If we mirror each other, can we catch a 

glimpse of ourselves? Can we also see each other? Can we meet? For me, strong personal 

encounters became entry points into the place, to a deeper understanding and also a deeper 

emotional engagement.  
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Field notes: 

(17/3) It’s a bit strange to feel so involved and yet so excluded. Maybe I really have to learn 

Chinese? (…) LD seems very sensitive… I somehow feel related to her… Or else I’m just 

captured, she is so beautiful and has a fantastic voice! Yesterday when she was reading scene 

3 she tried something new, that became very strong. She cried and eventually made me cry 

too. There’s something about the situation and trying to find a new way to love… (In the 

play). 

Afterwards, we talked for a while outdoors and that’s when we realized we had both been in 

Japan in the same year. 

(24/3) The warm up consisted of check-in, a tag game (to get warm), group and solo, stop 

start, and then, finding three movements from their characters. (In the play). Then LD and JX 

did an improvisation with these movements that became very strong – they both started crying 

at the end. Maybe it had to do with the tense atmosphere from before, now released. When I 

went down to make LD company while she was smoking, I saw from behind that she was 

standing outside, doing her movement: 

LD: You can really help actors. I want to work with you. 

ÅB: Really? 

I was very happy, and we talked for a while about ideas for working together, and also told 

each other about our experiences in Japan. 

ÅB: I feel related to you. 

LD: Me too, from the first day. At first, I thought, because of Sweden… 

ÅB: (Laughing) Maybe because of Japan. 

LD: No, because of us! 
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In the mirror?  
I write to show myself showing people who show me my own showing. I-You: not one, not two. In this 
unwonted spectacle made of reality and fiction, where redoubled images form and reform, neither I nor you 
come first. (Trinh 1989: 22) 
 

I chose to move on with the mirror as image and play… Really, the mirror is the wrong 

metaphor - in a real mirror, I see only myself. But the mirror has been extended to a game of 

imitation, reflection and distortion that engages me. It is also a simple theatre exercise, that I 

always liked. The way we did it, two persons are facing each other, following each other’s 

movements. Initially, we decided who leads, then we tried to change leaders without saying, 

finally the task was to move together without a leader, to let the common movement grow out 

of the contact between us. Facing another human being with that concentration is a special 

experience. Not quite knowing who is watching whom, through eye contact entering and 

being entered, trying to follow the movement we create together, yet keeping to oneself. 

 

According to the philosopher Emanuel Lévinas, the other is intrinsically different from the 

self and cannot be anticipated. This difference must not be reduced or understood within the 

limits of the self (Kemp 1992). Lévinas introduces the concept infinite alterity: 
It is the radical excess and infinite nature of alterity, of the otherness of the other (contrasted against the 
sameness of the self), which provokes in the self the desire to transcend the limitations in itself in its struggle to 
be... (Indaimo 2015: 155) 
 
This other, I cannot imagine but only meet face to face (Kemp 1992:40). The uniqueness of 

every person manifests itself in the expression of the face. But Levinas also extends his idea 

of the face to include the other senses and the expression of the body (43–44). 

 

Through mirroring another, through imitating, we become persons. The infant imitates its 

mother’s face movements, then her speech and actions… Mirroring is also confirmation. 

The important thing for me was how recognition and belonging came to balance feelings of 

exclusion, and fascination for the exotic. Afterwards, I can see how I move between processes 

of othering and identification, and that this movement contributes to my understanding. In the 

words of anthropologist Michael Taussig: 
Pulling you this way and that, mimesis plays this trick of dancing between the very same and the very different. 
An impossible but necessary, indeed an everyday affair, mimesis registers both sameness and difference, of 
being like, and of being Other. (1993:129) 
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It is about recognizing myself in the stranger and the stranger in myself. Really, choosing this 

theatre was a way to look for the familiar within the strange. Although everything was new to 

me, entering a small theatre, feeling the atmosphere and talking to the people working there, 

brought an element of recognition. It was a good starting point, from which I could explore 

similarities and differences. And really, what is understanding? How do I ever know I 

understand someone else? I thought I understood this director. She often drove me home at 

night, which gave us a chance to discuss the day’s rehearsal. She would explain what was 

going on that I had missed (a lot) and sometimes ask my opinion. I felt we had similar views, 

even the same ideas at times… Then, I was surprised to see the performance develop into a 

shape that felt very distant to me. For example, I was distressed to see how the women were 

portrayed. These women I worked with, and perceived as strong and independent – on stage 

they were laughing all the time, their voices high-pitched, serving the men –who in turn, 

explained the state of things and straightened them out. I discussed this several times with the 

director, who listened and said my points were interesting. But the acting remained the same, 

so apparently that’s how she wanted it. Sometimes I had to remind myself, I really wasn’t 

there to change anything – or even to force it into my frame of reference. If I just notice the 

difference it actually tells me a lot about the situation –about the views on theatre, the 

expectations of the audience and maybe even about society. And about how we can both 

understand and not understand each other. 

 

Returning to mimesis – the question of imitation, so central in the theatre arts. In choosing the 

mirror as theme and method, I don’t strive for imitation with the aim of making an identical 

copy. This too, is why the mirror is really the wrong image. A real mirror imitates any given 

appearance or movement correctly. What I am interested in is really the process of mirroring, 

not the result. How images and expectations give way to actual experiences. How we begin to 

create a common world from what is there, the common experiences we make. Also, how we 

don’t, the gaps in the mirrorings - what happens in me, what do I make of it? It is a dialogue, 

and it continues. When I asked four actors in Stockholm to mirror the films of four actors in 

Beijing, doing movements they created from their sense of contemporary life, I didn’t intend 

this to be a perfect copy, but an encounter. Of course, the dialogue is one way – for the mirror 

image to emerge, they are bound to follow what the filmed actors do. They can’t suggest a 
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movement, nor get the eye contact or the confirmation associated with the mirroring. Yet, I 

see it as an encounter, in which the actors are given the movement, taking it out into the room, 

relating to it in their own way. And it continues again, in the audience, relating to their own 

experience. Director and researcher Anders Paulin writes on mimesis and representation:  

The scenic act of the actor must be understood as a representative exercise, rather than a depicting 
representation; an act that opens to the co-creative act of the audience – the lingering eye – rather than asking to 
be passively consumed as a product. (2016:6) 

After the first session of mirroring these films, I asked the actors to write down their 

reflections.2 They cover a wide span of issues from trying to understand someone else’s 

movement, the contrast in understanding with the mind and the body, how understanding 

made the movement less interesting, the wish to make something more interesting on stage, to 

aestheticize, of identifying with the movement and relating it to one’s own contemporary life, 

of the difficulty of repeating something that was made spontaneously… These reflections 

open up for further discussion, but for now, I see them as response to the encounter, of how 

the mirroring continues – one example: 

I fall, give up before gravity, let myself fall. Struggle against, give in, struggle against. 

Sometimes I cannot do her justice, my body has different resistances, different angles. But 

then I think -  there, it was exactly like that, she was like that. I act the role that is her, her 

idea of herself, sometimes I act well, sometimes badly. I am the copy, my value is measured in 

my ability to mimic the original. 

What is she giving up, what is she giving in to? Is it the tiredness, the surroundings, the 

resignation? Striving upwards with all force and then falling again. (my translation)3 

Later in the process, a few days before the exposition, the same actor said: 

- It actually helps to do it a couple of times, to figure out what’s going on. 

I don’t know how or what, but I thought I could see it, in her eyes. 

For my exposition, I worked with one actor for the first time - who has his own long relation 

                                                
2	Appendix 1 
3	See Appendix 1 for the Swedish text.	
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to Beijing. The other three actors I have known and worked with since 1999, although it was a 

long time ago now. Together with two of them, I had my first Beijing experience, 15 years 

ago. In working with the material, we never talked about character, of trying to portray 

anyone. Rather, I saw the process as the actors interacting with the material - something new 

arising. Meeting the audience on the day of the exposition, together with my old friends, to 

me, our relations, our history, emerged. These layers also enter into the mirroring process.  

 

6. FEJKA	(faking)	in	Beijing	–	and	the	freedoms	of	expression 
 

  
 

This artificial plant was placed next to the scent candle SINNLIG, on my shelf. For the 

longest time, I put off the thought that my project might just as well be called FEJKA (faking) 

in Beijing. In Sweden, there is already a prejudice that everything in China is fake. I don’t 

want to further support that… And out of respect for my friends and informants, for the work 

they do that I really respect… But I couldn’t escape from it. The more I saw - the more I had 

the feeling that something wasn’t right. And my friends started talking about it themselves. 

Eventually, I sensed a connection between styles of acting and politics. “China suffers the 

problems of socialism and capitalism simultaneously!” as my friend ZH said. Maybe they 

both contribute to the feeling of fake, and the constraint my friends experience – the trendy 

superficiality of commercialism and the righteous explicitness of propaganda - the lack of 

alternatives. This idea came to inform and direct my initial questions about freedom of 

expression. 
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Field notes: 
(26/3) Yesterday after the rehearsal a young guy (ZH - one of the assistants) came to talk to 

me. He had watched the warm-ups and was interested in my exercises. He said he was 

thinking of becoming an actor and wanted tips about how – he had never tried and was a bit 

shy, he said. We talked for quite a while and it turned out he had a lot of ideas. He told me he 

thinks the Chinese style of acting is too exaggerated, he’s reading Peter Brook, and he’s 

worried about how people these days only care about material things - he wants to discuss 

other values. He also mentioned the Cultural Revolution… I should get back to him. 

We came to talk quite a lot and became friends – he later joined my workshop.  He was the 

first person to mention the “fake realism”, relating it both to commercialism and to politics. 

Watching many performances, I got the feeling of mannerism, of “being stuck”, if only within 

a frame of psychological realism. My close friend LD repeated a deeply felt yearning of doing 

something “real” - saying she had so much problems within this occupation… Another 

actress, YQ, who had a long experience within theatre, tried to help an inexperienced 

colleague by telling him that good acting is really about being yourself… Later, he interpreted 

our conversation: 

YQ: I was in the first generation at the Central Academy of Drama, when it opened again 

after the Cultural Revolution. At that time, we had great freedom within theatre, to do what 

we wanted. 

ÅB: And how about now? 

YQ: Of course! 

(…) Many good actors came from that generation, we worked hard. Nowadays, they are not 

as skilled. They count on getting into film and TV, and don’t make the effort.  

 

What is acting? In China, just like in Sweden, I often heard it’s about not acting, but “just 

being”. Whatever that is, it must also be influenced by habit, taste and cultural expectations. 

When the performance we worked on had premiered, I realized that the scenes I experienced 

as the strongest – where I saw real persons emerge, were the ones the director wanted to 

change. I talked for a long time to a university film teacher who came to see the performance, 

and realized that what I thought “fake” she considered “honest” and vice versa. From what I 
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could tell, the audience seemed to like the younger sister, who I thought was acting a child, in 

a mannered way. 

When I asked people, who mentioned these manners or “fake realism”, what they thought to 

be the reasons, many referred to how acting is taught in a special way - an interpretation of 

the early Stanislavski, at the state universities and has been developed in a special way at a 

leading theatre. According to some friends, this has developed into a style that has been 

widely accepted, even expected, by the audience. To ask why it has been so influential leads 

into politics and history. 

 

“The problems of socialism” and history 

During the Cultural Revolution, ending in 1976, all theatre was forbidden except from eight 

model works, written by Mao’s wife Jian Qing. These were literally propaganda; explicit and 

pedagogical. After Mao, the situation of the arts has been characterized by fluctuations 

between periods of relative ideological relaxation and regained political control and 

persecution (eg Rosella 2011). Propaganda and ideological education has always been there. 

The present situation is one of tying the arts closer to the communist party, as president Xi 

Jinping has returned to Mao’s ideal that art must serve socialism and the people. Swedish 

journalist Ola Wong analyses Chinese politics and culture in his book Pekingsyndromet (The 

Beijing Syndrome) (2014). He observes that the fake is necessary to the very system: “The 

propaganda has reached so far that if anything is not fake in official contexts it’s as if it’s not 

quite real” (139, my translation)4. He also refers to George Orwell’s essay The Prevention of 

Literature (1946): “A society becomes totalitarian when its structure becomes flagrantly 

artificial.” 

I don’t mean to say that the performance I worked with, or any performance I saw in Beijing, 

is propaganda. On the contrary. But there are certain elements; stressing clarity, unity, 

wanting to illustrate and taking responsibility for the audiences’ understanding. Sometimes 

the text of the play we worked with had even been changed in the Chinese translation, in 

                                                
4	Propagandan har gått så långt in att om något inte är fejkat i officiella sammanhang så är det liksom inte på 
riktigt”. 
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order to push the audience’s interpretation in a certain direction. Somehow, the ethics and 

aesthetics of propaganda linger. 

Moreover, as ZH pointed out, China lost many great artists and authors. In the Cultural 

Revolution and in the Tiananmen Massacre in 1989, many were killed, went into exile, 

disappeared or just went into other fields. Apart from the great tragedies, this has led to a lack 

of models, of inspiration - if artists who stick out are removed, a mainstreaming result may be 

expected. Many of these events have been silenced – the 1989 incident has been effectively 

erased from school books and all official accounts; most young people simply don’t know 

about it. Thus, ZH mentioned it in a rather cautious way; “something happened in 1989, do 

you know about that?” Being young, he only knew about it recently and by his own inquiries, 

thus had no idea of how it hit the world news, and how the image of the man in front of the 

tank is forever etched in my memory.  

Furthermore, China was a closed country for many years, and in some ways, still is so. With 

the control of the press and literature, and the internet being effectively blocked to many 

foreign sites, it is difficult to be in dialogue, to get impulses and to see what others are doing. 

Often, when freedom of expression is discussed in Sweden, the focus is on what you are 

allowed to express. I try to shift focus here to what people want to express. Most of the people 

I met wouldn’t feel controlled and even said they feel free to do what they want to on stage. 

Yet, performances do get forbidden. Independently of each other, I happened to meet four 

people who all worked on a performance last year that was forbidden for political reasons. I 

heard of several others. Censorship works to ban all references to politics, but also “unhealthy 

sexuality”, or as it seems, any overt sexuality or nakedness. Of course, censorship leads to 

counter strategies. One director explained that finding ways to be critical is part of his 

creativity - avoiding censorship, and yet being clear enough for the audience to understand the 

criticism. Another strategy was to let a play premiere in another city if it had been banned in 

Beijing, then to move it closer and hoping for the censor to “warm up”. Yet, most people said 

they are more interested in working with personal or artistic issues – not political. 

It also varied to what degree people were willing to talk about politics.  Not surprisingly, the 

better I got to know people the more willing they were to talk about political issues – as well 

as personal ones. But there were also some cases were people surprised me by starting to talk 
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politics very openly right away. These were all people who had been abroad and had many 

international contacts. Probably, that experience made them confident in what they could tell 

me. Also, they were all men. 

Having said all this about the “problems of socialism” – these have been around for a long 

time and, to a large extent, have been normalised. My friends are used to them and in their 

everyday life, adjust to things I find extreme. One day, an actor was missing and when I asked 

him the following day he recounted: 

Yesterday I had to go to political studies. Since I work for a state-owned TV-station it’s 

compulsory. (Laughing) I have to be there, but they can’t know what I’m thinking about…  

Invited specialists interpreted president Xi Jinping’s speeches on the goals of culture, since 

2012. Now I have to write a paper on how I will work to implement these. But everyone I 

know download ready-made texts from the internet. That’s how it works… 

Talking with the director about this, she said that for her job at the university, she also had to 

write a paper about how she would realize Xi Jinping’s ideas about art. But she compared it to 

20-30 years ago, working at a broadcasting station where they had political studies two hours 

a week – not even allowed to be ill… 

 

“The problems of capitalism” and contemporary life 

If the problems of socialism are normalised, the problems of capitalism are new and 

seemingly overwhelming. At first, I was surprised to notice that many of the people I met 

express more frustration, and experience more constraint in their lives, from the drastic 

changes caused by modernisation, than from the limitations caused by the regime – that they 

are used to handle. I heard repeatedly how these days people just care about getting rich, have 

to work all the time, stare into their cell phones… These are questions of alienation that seem 

familiar to how they are formulated in Western Europe. But importantly, China has 

industrialised in the last couple of decades, whereas Europe has been at it for some two 

hundred years. Thus, my friends really have experienced severe changes within their life time. 

China today sees a much harsher, less regulated, capitalism than at least Sweden. People do 

use their mobile phones even more, through a number of handy services in WeChat and other 
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apps. The quite hard demands of contemporary life and the anxieties associated with them 

seem to affect the sense of freedom people feel in their lives and on stage.  

Capitalism has also affected the performing arts in that there has been a virtual boom in 

commercial film, TV and advertising. With the increased standard of living, there is a huge 

new domestic audience, and vast amounts are produced and consumed at high speed. Several 

of the people I knew also worked in this industry. Ironically, it seems that the “fake”, the 

mannerisms taught - large gestures and fixed expressions, go well with the demand from the 

commercial entertainment industry. According to Wong: “Chinese films and TV-series are, as 

a rule, melodramatic, explicit and overacted. They are accepted by an audience shaped by the 

aesthetics of propaganda.” (2014: 150, my translation)5 

Most people I met expressed distress at the rapid social changes, and many thought it a task 

for theatre to deal with or help people reflect upon these. The production I was following was 

an example of this. The director said the most important for her to convey, was the insight 

that “development” is not all good, that there are values in life that we neglect and risk losing. 

This was also one out of three reasons for the theatre manager to choose this play. (The other 

two being how art and literature connect to life, and the character of the older sister – that she 

decides not to be a victim, she gets a lover, changes her life.) 

However, being a private theatre, it was dependent on ticket sales and had to adapt to the 

economic reality. I understood towards the end that the budget was very small, and that this 

caused many problems with the production, costume, and a very short rehearsal time. There 

were also details of this, seemingly minor, but quite real, that I think affect the possibilities 

for concentration, and the feeling of freedom and safety in the work: the lack of an un-

disturbed rehearsal space; people coming and going, the production team working in the same 

room, constant use of cell-phones, taking pictures etc. Moreover, plans were made late and 

changed suddenly - two actors were changed during the rehearsal process - one very soon 

before the premiere. 

Having noticed peoples’ frustrations, I choose “Contemporary life” as a theme when 

conducting my workshop. I asked the participants to work on three movements out of their 

                                                
5 ”Kinesiska filmer och tv-serier är som regel melodramatiska, övertydliga och överspelade. De fungerar mot en 
publik formad av propagandans estetik.” 
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feeling of “contemporary life”. In most cases, these movements conveyed a rather dismal 

atmosphere and often a feeling of restraint. We then continued to work on these in various 

ways, in the end combining and contrasting them with the telling of childhood memories, that 

we had also worked on. In fact, several of the childhood memories were also rather dark, 

many of them brutal, as having watched a play mate drown, being kidnapped, or seeing a lady 

kill herself by jumping off the school house building. Although some were also funny, 

making for a relieving contrast. Interestingly, the movement improvisations of the workshop 

seemed to parallel certain characteristics of “contemporary life” – developing contact or 

denying it, eliciting related feelings in the process. 

Returning to the issue of faking, and its eventual relation to freedom of expression: 

Freedom of the intellect means the freedom to report what one has seen, heard, and felt, and not to be obliged to 
fabricate imaginary facts and feelings. (…) the imaginative writer is unfree when he has to falsify his subjective 
feelings, which from his point of view are facts. (Orwell: 1946) 

 

Trying to consider this in the field of theatre brings the question to its critical point. What 

does it mean in a craft where we are constantly “fabricating imaginary facts and feelings”? 

Can theatre be anything but fake? Yet, as a theatre practitioner, whatever illusion I try to 

suggest on stage, I do try to work out of an intellectual and emotional honesty.  Maybe that is 

not so different from the writer of fiction in George Orwell’s text – creating a fiction, yet 

keeping an emotional integrity. Of course, that clashes with that of others’ as well as with 

economic and practical realities. – A lot of us can’t do what we want to on stage… 

 

After the premiere, LD and I had agreed with the theatre manager to have my workshop in the 

theatre. The day before it was to start I received a message through one of the assistants that 

the manager had changed her mind. She considered the actors very tired during the 

performance, thus needing time to rest. I was very sad and called LD, who was also 

disappointed, and surprisingly said: “It’s my fault… she (the manager) called and asked me to 

rehearse again, but I refused”. She interpreted the cancelled workshop as a rebuke. A 

disagreement surfaced between my two best friends, the director and the actress LD.  It made 

me feel uneasy, since they both confided in me, and I preferred not to take sides. The director 

was concerned that some important scenes of the performance didn’t work: 
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D: It’s not right, the older sister is not that strong, she’s an uneducated woman, LD is too 

much herself, if she just does a little less, it will be fine. 

They say I’m too wild, LD told me.  

LD: I can’t just do less, less of what? I don’t know who I am… We haven’t done the work – 

I don’t know about the relation to my husband, what happens between the scenes… 

Therefore, there’s no use in rehearsing again. This happens all the time. I try to be 

honest, but people think I’m being difficult… 

This could be a seen as a very recognizable conflict between actor and director about 

interpretation and ways of working, and as such could probably happen in many parts of the 

world. But it did happen in this particular way, at this time, in this theatre in Beijing, and is 

also an example of people dealing with issues of honesty, faking and freedom in the theatre, 

of audience expectations and economic realities. 

 

7. Final	reflections	
 

Trying to connect my three main questions; how to render live experience on stage, how we 

mirror each other and how styles of acting relate to politics, leads to the issue of authenticity. 

When I share my experiences on stage, is that a copy? Of what, and which is more authentic? 

Who’s faking it and what is it to fake it? When I make a text collage from the conversations I 

had with nine people in different situations in the course of eight weeks, and make three 

persons record it, it might give the illusion of three characters having a conversation. That’s 

certainly fake in the sense that it didn’t happen like that, nothing on stage did. Through the 

idea of the mirroring process I try to see my staged work not as a copy of an authentic reality, 

but being in dialogue with different realities, thus creating yet another one. Looking into the 

mirror of another brings perspective –am I an authentic director or just faking it, who’s 

researching whom? Working with theatre under the repressive Chinese regime, within the 

constraints of contemporary capitalism, seems to call for different degrees of “faking”. If all 

these layers could be removed, would I look into an empty mirror? I believe not - and maybe 

this is where I land. I do believe that there is a reality out there. It may not be totally 

understandable, but engaging with it goes towards an understanding. There is a crucial 
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difference between reporting what I perceive, and fabricating facts, the way the Chinese 

government does. This is why I find it important to work documentary, and it motivates my 

wish to attempt such a thing as an artistic ethnography. 

 

Taking a step back, I see the overall question of being an outsider or an insider – in the world: 

This everyday thing we normally call life just isn’t always enough for me. To be honest, it 

doesn’t make me quite sure that I exist. I want to be immersed - a little bigger, a little more 

beautiful, a little more overwhelming… Maybe that’s why I keep going in to that room with a 

group of actors, to look for a heightened experience of life. And maybe that’s why I had to go 

to China. 

 

Am I aestheticizing the world so that I can live in it? If so, is there a degree of control in that? 

Late in the work, I sensed a connection; exoticism - aestheticism - attraction that would 

deserve further exploration.  

 

In focusing on the encounter, the question of attraction arises. What in the encounter makes us 

connect? Strangely, being an outsider was also what I saw in the mirror, part of the 

recognition. Sharing the alienation of “contemporary life” and reaching out of ourselves for 

something else, for pacing down, for “walking slowly” together. There is a parallel story here 

of seeking contact. Mine, hers, her character’s, being glimpsed through rehearsals and 

workshop situations; ours…  

 

It could also be friendship.  
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Appendix	1	

Reflections of four actors in Stockholm after first mirroring films of four actors in Beijing 

doing movements they created from their sense of contemporary life. 

Actor 1: Faller, ger upp inför tyngden, låter mig falla. Kämpar emot, ger efter, kämpar emot. 

Ibland kan jag inte göra henne rättvisa, min kropp har andra motstånd, andra vinklar. Men så 

tänker jag där, exakt så var det, så var hon. Jag spelar rollen som är hon, hennes egen idé om 

sig själv, ibland spelar jag bra, ibland dåligt. Jag är kopian, mitt värde mäts i min förmåga att 

efterlikna originalet. 

Vad är det hon ger upp, vad är det hon ger efter för? Är det tröttheten, omgivningen, 

uppgivenheten. Strävar uppåt med all kraft och faller igen. 

 

Actor 2: Rörelsen jag skulle spegla var en vanlig vardagsrörelse för mig, lätt att identifiera 

mig med men svår att estetisera då den var så vardaglig och funktionell på nåt sätt. Rörelsen 

ligger väldigt nära min känsla av den moderna tiden med stress, huvudvärk och behov av 

självmassage. Trycker, masserar mig själv lite disträ i nacken. Varför gör jag det? Någon 

frågar; "har du ont i nacken?" Kanske gör jag det för att visa andra att jag har det lite tufft, eller 

så passar jag bara på när tillfälle ges att känna lite fysisk närhet om än bara med mig själv 

Ojojojoj…hur ska det gå…en sak i taget, ojojoj…det löser sig, det gör det ju nästan alltid. Äh, 

nu lägger jag ner, skönt! Blunda…en sak i taget.  jag längtar efter det långsamma, fokuserade, 

innerliga…att gå sakta! Det var jobbigt att försöka…försöka göra konst, skapa dynamik, göra 

min rörelse till något spännande att titta på, jobbigt att behöva ta kontakt, vill helst bara vara 

ifred, jag och MIN rörelse, ett möte bara avsett för mig 

 

Actor 3: Att ta någon annans rörelse. Att söka förstå. Förståelse. Att begripa. Varför vill jag 

begripa något med huvudet innan jag förstår med kroppen? Varför är förståelsen en drivkraft? 

Är jag rädd att min kropp inte ska räcka till? Är jag rädd att uttrycka något som andra inte 

förstår? När jag trodde mig börja förstå vad skådespelaren ville säga blev rörelsen mindre 

intressant. Det var en befrielse när Åsa bad oss att göra rörelsen till vår innan jag lyckats 

kopiera hans rörelse. Det han vill säga var för mig så begränsat och passade inte in i mitt liv, i 
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min bild av världen. Jag ville så gärna göra både han och mig intressantare. Jag tolkade hans 

scen att livet är att stå ut, att den ena dagen är den andra lik. Grottekvarnen. Det har varit min 

största rädsla i livet. Därför sökte jag mig ut ur scenen, ut ur grottekvarnen. En förhöjning. 

Vad är att förhöja något? Jag är rädd att jag fördunklar det jag vill förhöja.  

 

Actor 4: Att göra spegelövningar har jag gjort förut och det är alltid lika svårt att försöka 

härma okontrollerade rörelser. Den som blir speglad skapar rörelser som den gör bra, men så 

försöker speglaren vara duktig och härma. Speglaren gör då kanske snyggare rörelser än den 

som bir speglad men rörelserna blir ändå fula eftersom dom inte är lika spontana som 

rörelsernas skapare. 
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Performances and art exhibitions in Beijing March-May 2017 
 
12/3 14:30 Drum Tower West Theatre  
非常悬疑 Feichang xuanyi (”Very much suspense”) 
 By Wang Zichuan (also direction and main part) 
 

15/3 19.30 DTWT (guest performance) 
Yi shuang yan jing liang tiao he (“One pair of eyes, two rivers”) 
By Tong Dao Ming, Direction: Zhao San Qiang 
 
17/3 19.30 Penghao Theatre 
”Tempters in the temple” 
 

24/3 19.30 National Theatre of China på Xian Feng Juchang 
Luocha land/Devils land 
 

26/3 Red Brick Museum (exhibition) 
WEN PULIN ARCHIVE OF CHINESE AVANT-GARDE ART OF THE 80s AND 90s 
Curator: Yan Shijie Artistic Director: Zang Honghua 
http://www.timeoutbeijing.com/features/Art/155649/Avant-garde-Chinese-art-in-
retrospect.html 
(2017-12-18) 

 

29/3 Xiqu Theatre 
All’s well that ends well 
By William Shakespeare 
Direction: Zu Jiyan 
 

30/3 National Theatre of China på Xian Feng Juchang 
Qingwa (Frog) 
Direction: Lin Xi Yue 
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3/4 Xi Ju Yuan 
Xi tai (”Stage”) 
By Yu Yue 
Direction: Chen Peisi (also production and main part) 
 

8/4 Penghao Theatre 
In the Dreamland 
Direction: Li Yinan 
 

19/4 and 1/5 UCCA  - Exhibition 
The New Normal 
http://ucca.org.cn/en/exhibition/the-new-normal-2 
(2017-12-18) 
 
26/4 Chang’an Grand Theater 
National Academy of Chinese Theatre Arts (NACTA)  
Four Jingju acts 
 
 
29/4 City Theatre Festival - The China Millennium Monument Theatre 
L’orphelin 2.0 
Ata Wong Chun Tat (Devise and Director) 
Théâtre de la Feuille 
http://www.theatre-feuille.com/index.php/production/on-tour/lorphelin-2/ 
(2017-12-18) 
 
2/5 Fengchao Juchang 
Rhinoceros in love 
By Liao Yimei Direction: Meng Jinghui 


